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Date:

Time:9.30 - 12.30pm

Tutor:

Introduction to Digital Literacy

Aims:

To begin to understand what digital literacy is and what it means in terms of teaching
and learning.
To begin to understand how language is affected by digital literacy and what
computers offer us for it.
To review practice and how to engage with digital literacy
To participate in an interactive session exploring ideas about digital literacy and discuss
issues in relation to own teaching.
To participate in activities related to digital literacy.
To present ideas on how to engage with digital literacy in practical terms.
1. Overview of session and topics to be covered using ppt slides (5-10 min).
2. Starter activity – Activity 1: What is digital literacy? (5-10 min for individuals to
complete then about 5 min to review class answers).
3. Continue with slides and discuss points raised with group as you go along.
Explore ideas about DL on slides (15 min).
4. Activity 2: Reconstruct ideas about DL and present back to class (10 min for
pairs to complete then about 3-5 min per pair to review class answers).
5. Coffee/tea break (20 min)
6. Activity 3: Commonality…(5 min for individuals to think and 10 min to review
with class using Language and literacy slide getting a discussion going with qs
on slide).
7. Activity 4: Levels of literacy - 10 min for individuals to complete then about 10
min per group/pair to discuss and review their answers).
8. Continue with slide on losing language and get reaction from class.
9. Activity 5: Mind maps. (10 min for individuals to construct mind map, then a
further 5-10 min to complete mindmap as instructed on slide and add to it).
10. Continue with slides discussing power of internet, key aspects and
consequences. Explore ideas on slides as you go through them. (15 min).
11. Activity 6: Adaptations to teaching practice (15 min in groups to discuss then 5
min per group to present ideas back).
12. Plenary – review slide looking at topics covered (10 min).
13. Questions and references (5-10 min).

Objectives
and
Standards:
Lesson

Room:

Resources

PPTs. References and further reading (see last slide and notes).
Teachers notes.
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